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transport & storage
.Assembly conveyor belt: 
This assembly conveyor belt is used as a furniture assembly place, well before an
automatical assembly press or a simply place to be used as manual assembly place.

It is made as a solid and strong construction to enable you assembling works. It has a 
line up limit in manual or automatic option, that allows you can center the cabinet on 
the assembly conveyor belt at your convenience also.

It is equipped with a button or pedal box that enable you with one press moving an 
assembled furniture away by pulling out electric engine.

.Lateral translator with a motorised
conveyor belt: 
This conveyor belt is assembled over two lines and is used as a convergence point 
of two or more assembly lines.
Furthermore it is remotely controlled via radio and fed using an electric air line in 
other to avoid an additional installation of lines in the movement place and with 
no limitation in the maximum run.
This is equipped with an anti-crash safety system that combined with an area
scanner will enable you detect any obstacle and avoid any kind of closing that will 
not make possible it transit by the displacement place.

.Furniture manufacturing conveyor: 
This engine powered assembly conveyor belt with a modulated frame is mainly used for 
furniture assembling lines or cabinets production.

Strong and stable, it construction is made using a cut steel cross section using a laser
technology. It will enable you transport loads until 100 Kg/m and assembling works on 
a PVC belt. It dimensions start from a transporting width of 1.500mm and until a length 
12.000mm.

Developing variable frames in height and inclination has reported Dynma assembly 
conveyor belt, a high standard of adaptability,  
because of it integration in a production trans-
port line over irregular surface or fitting on  other 
elements with different height.

Dynma is focused in offering a complete
solution for other projects too, because of more 
complexity integration of different transport
elements in a production process.

As an example of this we can mention:

•Photoelectric sensors for in and out control in starting processes or stopping a conveyor belt.
•Control button boxes to select each movement to do. 
•Frecuency inverter to adapt belt speed with other link elements. 
•Posibility to select work mode. (Cumulative/continuous /assembly/optimized).

.Banco montaje para cantoneras:
Conveyor belt model BTC with central beam lift designed to mount protective
corners on furniture before packing process.

Equipped with photocells at the entrance and exit, the furniture is positioned in the central 
part of the band. Through an electrical control pedal, the operator can raise the furniture so 
that it is possible to install guards on the corners. 

 •Variable speed by inverter.
 •Custom transport dimensions.
 •Support frame with variable height and angle. 
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transport & storage
.Roller conveyor:
This roller conveyor with a modular structure is used mainly in furniture assembling 
lines.
Using a height and inclination variable frames will enable you adaptability in order 
to integrate these transport line over irregular surface or it will allow you connecting 
different elements with different height transport.

Overturner 90º:
Tumbler gravity roller pvc coated mainly used at the output of packaging lines.

Equipped with a pneumatic mechanism stabilizer, one can turn or flip the furniture 
vertically, facilitating its discharge on reduced height roller. 

 · Size of the blades according to customer needs.
 · PVC coated rollers.
 · Control by command console or pneumatic foot.

.Lifting platform: 
Lifting platform equipped with gravity roller emerging in the lower position to discharge 
material.

 . Electric control level and sizes acording to customer needs. 
 . With conveyor belt or PVC coated rollers. 
 . Operated by foot pedals or for integration into assembly line.

.Assembly pieces storage: 
This is a return pieces storage for pieces coming out from drill line, hige inserted line 
and glue injected line.

These pieces are classified in different levels depending on their position on the final 
assembled piece. It makes easy the furniture assembly operation to the worker.

Using a button control panel they can select each unloading level and their rotate. Number of levels | Upper level pieces turner automatic 
or handly 

25



transport & storage
.Edge bander return unit: 
This reurn unit (RT) will enable you in an easy, fast and rational way the panel 
returns from the edgebander to the worker.

Once single worker, will save lot of time with a minimum effort to return each 
processed piece form the outside the edgebander to the start point.

The main part of this machinery is focused in
the end of the edgebander, that is provided
with five loading arms. They will enable you
recovering these processed pieces for their 
transverse transport and redirect them to the
worker.

To permit it these the system uses a motorized
conveyor belt, with length adjustable to the
edgebander dimensions.

It can be used with a wide range of piece
lengths from 150 to 2300mm., pieces with
thckness from 8 to 50 mm. and maxim pieces
weights until 35kg.

3 4

.Pallets shuttle: 
This automatic pallets shuttle designed for material distribution works 
in machining, packing and storage.
It will enable you connecting transport lines without any worker actión.
It is equipped with photoelectric sensors that detect pallets and it has 
a laser telemeter also.
It can transport loads until 2.000Kg with adjustable runs until
60m/min. in a distances higher than 50 m. This shuttle is connected via 
radio (wireless) with the control panel.

.Chain transport unit:
This chain transporting unit (TC type) is used as a basic transport for a pallet 
transfers with loads until 2.000 Kg. Their three double system chains slip over 
frames with very low friction (PE-1000) with an optimum pallets rest.

It is made with steel shapes cut using laser technology and equipped with 
a high performance coaxial motorized reducing gear. They are sturdy and 
need a little mantenance.

.Empty pallets transport unit: 
This TPM unit is used as a pallet return once they have 
been unloaded.

The two double transport chains slip over low friction 
runners (PE-1000).

Will enable also an optimum rest of pallet. It is 
made with steel shapes cut using laser technology 
and equipped with a high performance coaxial 
motorized reducing gear.

They are sturdy and need a little maintenance.

PDA control unit PDA (Wireless)  | It could be equipped by an air electric instalation for free 
space | The movement area is contolled by a zone scanner | It can be connected with the 
internal production software | Finally there is the posibility to be connected via Ethernet to 
solve any problem, maintenance or alarms, in distance.

‹PDA control unit (wireless).

‹From this place you can update 
new stop stations also.
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